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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Background:  SGPS (Solar Galactic Proton Sensor):  2 units (East +X and West -X);  3 telescopes; 13 channels, plus >500 MeV integral channel;  4-500 MeV alphas in 12 energy channels.  Relevant events:  Solar energetic particles (SEPs) and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs).Instrument vendor: Assurance Technology Corp. (ATC)PLPTs:4 - SEP channel cross-comparison : 9-11 July, 2022 (slide 15/16 plots)  good agreement between G17 and G18 P1-P4,  P6-7 is noisy, but still decent at ~30% difference;  T3 p8-10 too noisy to compare.  T3 important for very large events.    6 - Backgrounds Trending:  T3 p8-10.  Added health tests:  temp dependence, P5 electron contamination (5min averaged L1b flux) - shown to be negligible.  ! Recommend relying on G16 SGPS for SPE detection until G18 SGPS T3 analysis is performed.No SPEs since G18 launch, nevertheless comparisons against G16 are consistent with G16-to-G17 (also no PLT SPEs) comparisons.Performance Baseline:  met - orthogonality/coverage - 2 directionsmet - measurement range - 1 MeV - 500 MeV, >500 MeVmet but ongoing  -  measurement accuracy - 25% when flux above background is > 10x minimum flux; 45% when background is between min & 10x min.WR 7579 (ADR 1025) He fix fail for DQF issues DO.11.00.00 (Oct, 2022)WR 9318 (ADR 863) graceful degradation for a yet to be observed hypothetical failure scenario. Flight analysis is high priority.  WR 8404 (ADR 781) data gaps near IFCs is in DO.12SWPC:  supports launch, on-orbit ops, human and robotic exploration, aviation ops (for ICAO), radio comms, SGPS drives the NOAA Radiation Storm Scale product.  Concur with recommendation for Provisional.  SGPS appears to be performing well.
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	Comments: Disposition:SGPS has achieved Provisional Validation Maturity and is fit for operations once GOES-18 is declared operational for the GOES-West assignment.  At that time the data will be disseminated via GOES-West GRB and GOES-West PDA subscriptions.  Until such time as G18 SGPS T3 analysis is completed (waiting on SPE), recommend SWPC relies on G16 SGPS for SPE detection.Brian's presentation was outstanding.  The panel appreciated the succinct background information which enabled the panel's ability to consume Brian's technical analysis with ease.  Kudos to Brian for his plans to update the slides with a few clarifications for purposes of the published record.  Many many thanks to Brian, the SGPS team, and NCEI for their success in performing the provisional analysis on a substantially compressed PLT period of analysis.  Additional notes from presentation are provided on second page of this disposition.


